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Presenting The Innovative imagePRESS C10000VP

100 PPM 
Digital Color
Printing 

2400 X 2400 DPI
Print Quality  with
256 grey Levels

Gloss Optimized
Offset like  Print
Smoothness

Media Handling
Upto  350 GSM

Enhanced Texture
Media Printing

Supports Paper
Length Upto  
762 MM

Salient Features 

*Canon imagePRESS C70XXVP was voted as  Winner of “Popular ColorCut Sheet Digital Press” in Print WeekIndia June 2013 Online Polls

210X290 mm

The innovative imagePRESS C10000VP takes digital color printing to the next level. It uses various proven and upgraded
Color Control technologies like Auto Gradation Adjustment, Auto Correct Color Tone,Shading Correction and Multiple Density
Adjustment Technology. This Powerful Print Engine driven by Hyper RIP Print Servers reliably delivers print speeds of up to

100 PPM and consistency at 350 GSM without compromising on Quality and offers an excellent return on investment for
busy Graphic Art environment.

To Register For 
Demo SMS       
To Register For 
Demo SMS         "CANPP" to 575758

www.canon.co.in/ppp, Call: 1800 180 3366 (Toll Free) or 39010101 (  prefix your city code while calling)
7th & 8th Floor, Tower-B, Building # 5, DLF Epitome, DLF Phase III, Gurgaon - 122002   Ph.: 0124-4160000  Fax: 0124-4160011

BETTER

THE
BEST*
JUST GOT

THE
LEGACY

CONTINUES
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Dear Friends and Industry Colleagues,

PS’18 came to get rendered on January 17. It was stupendous due to the industry 
response. Large contingents from member firms and an overwhelming support from 
members of PPOA from Pune. A hearty contingent of 846 enabled PS’18 to be one of 
biggest show of the Print Industry, yet again. We are currently making meaning from 
the PS Feedback Forms. Sure, there is much to take from there. It is your feedback and 
support that motivates us to do better each year. PS 18 brought on its challenges due to 
a brand new venue. The BMPA is most thankful to all patrons and stakeholders of PS to 
adjust and accommodate us over the shortcomings posed by a venue change. Knowing 
my team over these years, I can assure you that these will be fixed soon and the PS’19 
will benefit from these experiences and users articulation of what can be made better. 
We look forward to your continued support and encouragement in all endeavors we 
take up at BMPA.

Early response to PS’18 indicates that session on Value Addition by our very own 
Committee and PS team-member Amit Shah hit the Billboard score of numero-uno. The 
standing ovation that Amit got for his presentation says it all. It must also be said the 
Deepak Ramola’s erudite understanding of life through experiences and connections 
was spectacularly encapsulated by him. The Key Note brought precise understanding 
on building the human capital. Then there was post-PS networking and Dinner. Manasi 
Scott and her band enthralled the audience with a phenomenal repertoire from classic 
rock/pop to cleverly fused Indi Pop. We now bring the curtains down on a great edition 
of PS where we want say, like the good adage on customers, the audience is always 
right and in our case it is also always caring. Jai ho PS!

Friends this year’s Lifetime Achievement Awardee is none other than Ramesh Kejriwal, 
CMD of Parksons Packaging. He will be bestowed with the LTA Award, at an event that 
will be held at Hotel Shahara Star near the Domestic Airport, Mumbai on the evening of 
February 24, 2018. The day will also witness great minds coming together to celebrate 
print with all of us. Among the speakers are Deepak Ghaisas, the Chairperson for 
strategy, vision and conceptualisation at GENCOVAL. Inderkumar Arora of Chanakya 
Printers will talk about how running the business with passion and on ones’ own terms 
changes the way we perceive and do business. The motivational speakers Vasant Limaye 
and Vickrant Mahajan will share insights from their advernterous lives.

E-way bill system is going to become a reality and your associations are working 
overtime to ensure that we have a seminar on E-way bill for our members. Be assured 
you will shortly have a communication from the BMPA giving you details of this 
proposed seminar. As usual we want all of you to be present to understand the workings 
of the E-way bill so that business can go on and we as an industry continue to thrive.

At BMPA and MMS we encourage you to share your thoughts, feedback with us. You can 
do this either by writing to BMPA via e-mail or visit the BMPA site www.bmpa.org and 
you can even leave your feedback there. Even a phone call is encouraged. Your feedback 
and ideas will help us serve you better and make the print fraternity stronger.

The new year has started well and on that positive note, we wish you the best and may 
print continue to prosper.
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Has something you’ve read in PRINT BULLETIN intrigued or 
excited you? Write in and share it with us. We would love to 
hear from you, we shall publish a selection of your responses 
in the forthcoming issues.

Email us at: ex.sec@mumbaimudraksangh.org

We welcome your emails, while reserving the right to edit 
them for length and clarity. By sending us your letters you 
permit us to publish it in the magazine. We regret that we 
cannot always reply personally to your emails.

SEND US YOUR FEEDBACK

Advertisement add 3 mm for Bleed.

* ‘For sale’ etc. ads for members only.

A unique discount is available on annual contracts.
To know more, write to us at admin@bmpa.org OR 
ex.sec@mumbaimudraksangh.org.
Payments to be issued vide cheque favouring: 
Mumbai Mudrak Sangh.
All artworks to be supplied in hi-res PDF or convert to curves CDR format

Full page :  10000 11.7" x 8.25" 

Half page :  5500 (V)11.7" x 4.1" or (H) 5.85" x 8.25

Double spread :  20000 11.7" x 16.5" 

Centre spread :  22000 11.7" x 16.5"

Back cover :  20000 11.7" x 8.25"

Cover inside 2 :   15000 11.7" x 8.25"

Cover inside 3 :   12000 11.7" x 8.25"

Classifi ed :  1500* 3.5” x 2.5”

TARIFF CARD

PAMEX 2017: a mirror of changing industry 
trends
Besides the usual crowd-pullers and the large brands of the 
industry, smaller and niche innovations and Indian machinery-
manufacturers attracted many print professionals. India&#39;s 
largest print and packaging trade exhibition mirrored the 
changing trends in India and world over.

NAEP 2017: on the cusp of a new 
beginning
The 12th National Awards for Excellence in Printing had many 
fi rsts to its credit, but the most important feature of the awards: 
the works submitted by the printers and the ceremony left 
everyone spellbound, and hinted at the new beginnings in the 
future.

Are you ready to power the future?
‘What if printers could power our future?’ the quest of researchers 
at the University of Newcastle in Australia began with this 
question and culminated into effi cient, ‘printed’ solar panels with 
inventive inks and a combination of processes.

Cricket wins, printers bond at PPL 2017
Eight teams, over 65 cricket-loving print industry professionals, 
and a gathering of friends and family enjoy a day of bonging and 
cheering, competing and celebrating at the BMPA-MMS Printers’ 
Premier League.

Disrupt the power disturbances
A power quality system analyst with over 30 years of industry 
expertise, Shridhar Visvanathan, Principal Consultant of Online 
Systems and the Electronic and Electrical Safety Consultant for

BMPA, is here to guide Print Bulletin readers in effi ciently and 
effectively handling power issues.

Make packaging Braille-friendly
Print Bulletin brings you a series of knowledge-fi lled, quick-
reference articles by K. Panthala Selvan; a UGRA certifi ed expert 
and standardisation consultant from the Chennai-based Pressman 
Academy for Print Education and Resources.

Don’t miss the ‘e-way’ of tax bills
A panel of consultants helps Print Bulletin from time to time to 
keep you up-to- date about changes pertaining to your print 
business. This time we have update about the Goods and ervices 
Tax, and the e-way bill system.
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A MIRROR OF CHANGING INDUSTRY TRENDS
ASSOCIATION NEWS

Besides the usual crowd-pullers and the large brands of the industry, smaller and nichè innovations and Indian 
machinery-manufacturers attracted many print professionals. India’s largest print and packaging trade exhibition 
mirrored the changing trends in India and world over. 

On December 18, Pamex 2017, India’s apex print exhibition 
commenced with a grand opening. Spread across two halls, 
1 and 5 at Bombay Exhibition Centre (BEC), the trade show 
opened its doors with a ribbon cutting ceremony at the hands of 
AMSG Ashokan, President, AIFMP;  S. Dayaker Reddy, President, 
IPAMA; Tushar Dhote, President, MMS;  Mehul Desai, President, 
BMPA; Chang Xiaoxia, General Manager, CAPT (China Academy); 
Neetu Arora, Director, Print-Packaging. Com (P) Ltd.; Pernilla 
Jonsson, Senior Director, Global Programs, NPES; Balasaheb, 
Maharashtra Mudran Parishad; Yasuhito Nagai, Auditor, JPMA 
(Japan) & Mustafa Kapadia, Director& President, SPAI.

Over 350 Indian and foreign companies showcased 
contemporary technology and generation-next innovations 
at Pamex 2017 to over 25,000 visitors. The China pavilion at 
the show successfully attracted visitors with multiple quality 
machines and cost-efficient innovations for the industry. 

The trade show also witnessed several successful deals at the 
venue itself. Zhongke India sold its ZK-5540OWL paper box 
making machine to Ma Prints in Bengaluru. Mototech Systems 
sold Scodix Ultra Pro Digital Enhancement Press with Foil Station 
to United Multiclour Printers (P) Ltd. Autoprint Machinery 
Manufacturers booked an order for Blankmatic 108 2H, an 
offline stripping machine at the show. EFI Vutek, announced 

the sale of EFI Vutek GS3250LX Pro wide-format kit. Pratham 
reported that it booked orders for six paper folding kit of 
varying configurations. New Delhi-based NBG Tech announced 
the sale of two machines from Hongming, its Chinese principal.

The big-brands dominate

Canon, FujiFilm, HP, Konica Minolta, TechNova and Komori 
were amongst the big brands that attracted a large number of 
visitors with their innovative displays, product presentations 
and seminars. Canon kept its focus on offering the best digital 
solutions for a range of business applications – from wide 
format and plotters for architects and photographers to the 
imageRunner class business devices to the cutting-edge digital 
presses offering high-speed quality outputs.

FujiFilm stall grabbed visitors’ attention with their innovative 
products on showcase; however, Flenex, the high quality, water-
washable LAM and analogue plates invited the curious amongst 
the visitors. The innovative high-productivity and high-quality 
plates offer 200 lpi, 1% process dot at the total platemaking 
times under 40 minutes, pushing more output per shit. The 
analogue, as well as the digital variants of Flenex, are widely 
compatible with the industry’s leading Flexo CTP devices and 
water wash processors, and any UV water-based or solvent-
based inks. 

Over 350 Indian and foreign companies showcased contemporary technology and generation-next innovations at Pamex 2017 to over 25,000 visitors.
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a unique remote diagnostics 
system offered by Konica Minolta, 
remotely manages the customer 
machines. The system allows 

communication between a host computer 
and the connected machine, even 
via email. This system enables failure 
detection and reporting to the customer 
service centre even before the customer 
calls the service centre, the latest status 
checks on the machine and its history for 
service and maintenance. “This system 
enables us to improve our customer 
service to enhance customer satisfaction 
through proactive and accurate support 
for the problem at hand,” explained the 
Konica Minolta representative at the stall. 

China and India ruled the show

Many print-machinery manufacturers 
from China and India stole the show with 
visitors flocking their stalls to know more 

Print and Packaging go hand in glove

India Packaging Show, India’s premier packaging-focused trade show, was held with 
Pamex. Leading companies like AKR Machinery, Clearpack Automation (P) Ltd., Elegant 
International, Crown Industries, Control Print, G-Tech Packaging Solution, Markem-
Image India (P) Ltd., J-Pack Engineers (P) Ltd., Mahisa Packaging Systems LLP, Toshniwal 
Instruments, VS International and Videojet Technologies presented innovative packaging 
technologies and solutions at the event. The visitors at the show were busy exploring 
the latest innovations and developments. “We were looking for the four colour printing 
machine and BoPP tapes. We found some very interesting products and negotiating with 
a company to buy their machine.

“We launched high-speed Shrink Wrapping Machine at the event and were happy with 
the response we received here. The quality of visitors was impressive. We also promoted 
our other automation products which focus on helping clients reduce labour cost,” said 
Vipul Luniya, Clearpack Automation. Talking about the industry demands, Pradeep Kumar 
Pandey of VS International said, “We presented continuous bag-making machines at 
the exhibition. We believe that the demand of vertical form-fill-seal machine will rise in 
coming future and so our objective was to present the same technology at here.”

Reiterating their top position in 
the digital space in India and 
across the world, HP’s pavilion 
showcased their wide range 
of digital presses and wide-
format printers. The highlight 
of the pavilion is the large 
seminar area where visitors 
were given presentations 
by HP executives on a wide 
range of topics – industry 
insights, product presentations, 
technology advancements on 
the digital front and much 
more. “I attended the seminar 
to learn more about the digital 
technology and assess its 
benefits for my business from 
one of the largest and most 
innovative manufacturers of the 
technology,” said a Pamex 2017 
visitor who attended the HP’s 
short-seminar at the show.

Konica Minolta besides 
presenting a wide range of 
digital products maintained a 
sharp focus on highlighting its 
innovations on the customer 
services front. CS Remote Care, 

ASSOCIATION NEWS

FujiFilm and Konica Minolta presented a wide range of innovative services and customer-focused products and services.
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Two blankets that have been designed for continuous stationery 
applications and envelope printing.

Air Tack M for use with conventional and UV curing inks

Air Tack J UV for use with UV curing inks

Air Excel 7400 E

Air Excel MC1200W UV

ThermaSphere® compressible layer technology. Designed for 
high speed, high quality and long run sheet-fed application

Air Excel Titan Dual Combi

Air Excel TackM & J UV

ThermaSphere® compressible layer technology. Designed for 
use on mixed ink systems, conventional and UV, especially 

 

 

Air Excel EX 6000 WEB

Stays stable & consistent, o�ers longer blanket life on press
through improved shock absorption, rapid recovery and better
smash resistance. ThermaSphere® o�ers ecological improvements
in our manufacturing process.

AND
AND SYSTEMS

r Excellent Capability of keeping Wet (Oil & Water)

r Good Absorbency : Leading To Better Cleaning

r For All Type of O�set Machines using Conventional & UV Inks

r Approved by:

“Poly Clean” Autowash Cloth WET type

r Made of High Quality Fibres
r Smooth Surface
r Very Soft - No Scratches
r Lint Free

DRY type “Poly Clean” Autowash Cloth 
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about their product offerings. UP Group 
from China, represented in India by RVM 
Control, showcased automated paper-cutting 
machines amongst other products. Real 
Star or RS Machinery showcased a wide 
range of automatic box-making, assembling 
and grooving machines for specialised 
applications. The live demonstrations at the 
stall helped visitors in seeing the machines 
in action.

Amongst the Indian manufactures Welbound 
and Print-O-Pack attracted the visitors; 
however, smaller and perhaps lesser known 
brands shone with their product offerings. 
Bhogle Engineering Works, a manufacturer 
based out of Aurangabad in Maharashtra, 
showcased their line of thermal lamination 
machines and a range of allied process 
equipment, and thermal lamination films. 
The Mumbai-based Mahisa has been a 
leading solutions provider for the packaging 
industry. “Operating since 1986, Mahisa 
has been a pioneer in introducing and 
establishing the effectiveness of Hot Melt 
Dispensing and end-of-line packaging 
solutions for the packaging industry in the 
country,” said the Mahisa executive at the 
stall. He confidently added, “What makes us 
truly unique is our focus on the high-quality, 
innovative products and the partnerships we 
form with our customers to support them 
with our application expertise.” 

ASSOCIATION NEWS

Many print-machinery manufacturers from China and India stole the show with visitors flocking their stalls to know more about their product offerings. 

Bhogle Engineering Works, a manufacturer based out of Aurangabad in Maharashtra, showcased their line  
of thermal lamination machines and a range of allied process equipment, and thermal lamination films. 

The highlight of the pavilion is the large seminar area where visitors were given 
presentations by HP executives on a wide range of topics – industry insights, product 
presentations, technology advancements on the digital front and much more. 
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Value additions shifted the centre-stage

In the times of fierce competition, value 
additions offer printers a chance to differentiate 
themselves. High definition labels, lamination, 
precision laser cuttings enhance the print 
products. These smaller value addition 
machinery and product manufacturers occupied 
smaller spaces, but they invited a large number 
of visitors to the peripheries of the exhibition 
halls, away from the action of the big brands. 
Live laser-cutting demonstrations at the SIL 
stall offered the visitors a chance to sample the 
technology before they think of investments. 
SIL, a Pune headquartered manufacturer of 
lasers, optics and electro-optics instruments 
provides a wide range of cost-efficient products 
including non-metal laser cutting systems, glass 
and metal tubes up to 200 watts, and high-
quality long-life optics. 

To sum up Pamex 2017 in a single line, we 
could say that the visitor preference pointed 
towards efficiency, value addition, and cost-
efficiency than investments in the latest and the 
cutting edge technologies. To keep up with the 
latest in the printing industry, don’t miss the 
next edition of Pamex is scheduled to be held 
from January 6 to 9, 2020 at BEC in Mumbai.



ASSOCIATION NEWS

High definition labels, lamination, precision laser cuttings enhance the print products. These smaller value addition machinery and product manufacturers 
occupied smaller spaces, but they invited a large number of visitors to the peripheries of the exhibition halls, away from the action of the big brands.

Live laser-cutting demonstrations at the SIL stall offered the visitors a chance 
to sample the technology before they think of investments

The visitor preference pointed towards efficiency, value addition, and cost-efficiency 
than investments in the latest and the cutting edge technologies
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NAEP 2017: on the cusp of a new beginning
The 12th National Awards for Excellence in Printing had many firsts to its credit, but the most important feature of 
the awards: the works submitted by the printers and the awards ceremony left everyone spellbound, and hinted 
at the new beginnings in the future.

In 1999, the All India Federation of Master Printers (AIFMP) 

constituted the National Awards for Excellence in Printing 

(NAEP) to encourage and celebrate the quest for the best 

quality of works in India’s printing industry. The NAEP 

showcases the printers’ achievements and contributions and 

creates awareness and recognition for their capabilities. On 

December 20, 2017, Printers’ Guild, Nagpur hosted the 12th 

edition of NAEP, the flagship event of AIFMP, at JW Marriott, 

Sahar in Mumbai during India’s most significant print-industry 

trade show, the PAMEX. 

NAEP 2017: pushing the boundaries

This year, NAEP received top quality entries from the print 

fraternity across India. Eminent graphic art personalities were 

invited as juries who scientifically and professionally evaluated 

the entries, and identified the excellent printed products in 

every category. NAEP 2017 received 1,439 entries from 108 

participants in more than 100 categories separated group 

wise. The Awards introduced two new categories – the ‘non-

woven bags’ and ‘printing on less than 50 GSM substrate.’

ASSOCIATION NEWS

The 12th NAEP also witnessed many firsts: setting up of 

an award gallery at PAMEX for the entire four days of the 

exhibition; an outdoor award ceremony at the beautiful and 

lustrous venue of JW Marriott, in Mumbai; and for all practical 

purposes awards were distributed alphabetically.

Printer and print-excellence in sharp focus

‘Efforts Appreciated, Excellence Awarded’. was the theme 

for the 12th NAEP, therefore, curtailing all the extravagant 

On December 20, 2017, Printers’ Guild, Nagpur hosted the 12th edition of NAEP, the flagship event of AIFMP, at JW 
Marriott, Sahar in Mumbai during India’s most significant print-industry trade show, the PAMEX. 

(L-R) AMSG Ashokan, President, AIFMP; Pranav Parikh, Chairperson, TechNova 
Imaging; and Arvind Mardikar, the Organising Secretary, NAEP 2017.
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celebrations, the Award ceremony remained sharply focused 

on the ‘printer.’ Printing Industry’s tallest and most respected 

personality Pranav Parikh, Chairperson, Technova Imaging 

Systems gave away the ‘Special Jury Awards.’ Jak Printers, 

Mumbai won the ‘Best Printer of the Year’ award, with 18 

other awards including eight gold and ten silver medals in 

different categories. Param Packaging won the ‘Best Packaging 

Printer of the Year’ award with one gold and four silver medals 

in different categories. “NAEP hold a special place for us, as 

a company and as an industry. The ‘national’ awards instil a 

sense of pride in us.” Speaking to Print Bulletin, Sanjay Patel of 

Param Packaging says, “More importantly, the inclusive nature 

of NAEP makes them important. The low entry fee enables the 

smallest of the 

printers from 

the remotest 

of the towns 

across India 

can participate. 

And, win the 

Golds and 

Silvers or even 

Win the best 

awards with the 

best quality of 

product entries.” 

Year after year, 

noot just the two best printers, but all the winners in the 

various categories of NAEP prove time and again, as they push 

boundaries of innovation, inventiveness, and product quality, 

that it always seems impossible until it is done.

“I wholeheartedly thank all the printer-members who 

participated in NAEP 2017 with enthusiasm.” AMSG Ashokan, 

President of AIFMP, encouraged printers in his speech on the 

day. He said, “ I wish all the award winners to achieve greater 

laurels at the international levels. I also wish all the best to all 

those who did not make it to the nomination this year.”

A balancing act managed well 

Planning the awards of such prime importance to the 

industry is never easy. The processes, from the selection of 

jury members to the selection of fi nal entries for the awards, 

can be tiring and taxing. AIFMP, MMS and the Printers’ Guild 

coordinated well to make the 12th NAEP awards an incredible 

journey and a great learning experience for all – the sponsors, 

the brands, and the participants.

AIFMP President Mr Ashokan, all the Past Presidents of AIFMP 

present at the ceremony, all the four jury members, and the 

representatives from Konica Minolta and Huber Group were a 

part of the award distribution team at the 12th NAEP.

Arvind Mardikar, the Organising Secretary for NAEP 2017, says, 

“Interacting with the unknown faces, understanding human 

nature, and fi nally making friends was the biggest gain for 

Param Packaging won the ‘Best Packaging Printer of the Year’ award with one gold and four silver medals in different categories

 AMSG Ashokan, President of AIFMP, encouraged printers 
in his speech on the day of the award ceremony 
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the team while organising this mega event.” 

He also says, “the 12th year holds special 

significance in the Indian culture; it marks the 

end of an era and the beginning of the new 

one.” Like Mr Mardikar, the printers across India 

genuinely look forward to creating an era of 

new beginnings with innovation and invention 

in the printing industry in India. 

‘Efforts Appreciated, Excellence Awarded’. was the theme for the 12th NAEP, therefore, curtailing all the 
extravagant celebrations, the Award ceremony remained sharply focused on the ‘printer.’



AMSG Ashokan, President, AIFMP and Arvind Mardikar, the Organising Secretary, NAEP 2017 along with other dignitaries on the stage, starting the awards ceremony.

Team Dhote Offset Technokrafts accepted two medals - a Gold and a Silver, 
and a Certificate of Merit at the 12th NAEP awards ceremony.
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AGS’ best-in-class solutions at Pamex 2017
Unveiling the new text verification tool for text and graphic verification, AGS presented the best-in-class solutions 
with its complete product line at Pamex 2017

Advanced Graphic Systems (AGS), the market leaders in 
colour matching industry in India, showcased its complete 
line of solutions for print and packaging industry at Pamex 
2017, held at Mumbai in December last year. The company 
also introduced its new Principle, Text Verification Tool 
(TVT) by Schlafender Hase GmbH, a well-known German 
company headquartered in Frankfurt.

TVT is a robust and easy to use text and graphic 
verification software that compares both, images & texts 
in a single solution which significantly reduces the time 
spent on proofreading. Also showcased at the exhibition 
were state-of-the-art products by Principles namely Xrite, 
Tec4Check, GBOS, Digital Information (DI) and ColorGate 
& Aoke.

Vishnuu R Kamat, Vice President, Sales, Advanced 
Graphic Systems, says, “As an Industry leader, AGS has always 
endeavoured to offer world class solutions that meets industry 
requirements and global benchmark. Our Print & Packaging 
solutions are best-in-class which when coupled with seamless 
after sales services sets us apart from the clutter in this industry. 
With our new product line, TVT, we aim to deliver the highest 
level of accuracy to further improve design and production 
efficiency.” 

The AGS complete product line up showcased at PAMEX 2017 
includes:

• The new Principle, Text Verification Tool (TVT) inspects 
documents by matching and comparing unicode values 
character by character including Illustrations, images, colour 
codes, logos, barcodes and even full artworks. It supports all 
languages and can also compare text written in Braille

• Tec 4 Check Print Inspection System (EVS) is a unique 
solution for doing PDF to PDF & Print to PDF checking for 
faster deviation detection and reliable checks, used to ensure 
quality control and assurance in print and packaging

• Sample Making Machines are high-speed digital flatbed 
cutters majorly used for packaging, digital and flatbed 
printing markets

• Digital Information (DI) is a Ink Pre-setting System (CIP3) 
& Closed Loop Software that helps reduce wastage, saves 
manpower time and ensures better print quality with ink 
saving for Legacy & New Offset Printing Presses

• GBOS is a precise high speed laser cutting & engraving 
machine whose product line caters to wide range of 
industries

• X-Rite Colour Measurement & Management solutions help 
to achieve the exact colour across printing workflow from 
pre-press to press

• Colorgate is a raster image processor (RIP) software with 
colour management and ink saving capabilities which helps 
to achieve the right colour standards on digital and inkjet 
printers

About AGS

Established in 1992, Advanced Graphic Systems (AGS) started 
with computerised textile design and today is a leading 
provider of Colour Matching Solutions across all colour sensitive 
industries like Paints, Textiles, Print & Publishing, Plastics, 
FMCG, Automobile, and Ink. The company also offers pre and 
post press software for print industry and lab to bulk dyeing 
machines for textile industry. AGS, with a proven track record of 
over 20 years in the field of colour technology, is known for its 
‘Quality, Perfection, Vigour, Trust and Growth’. 

The company’s footprints expand across pan-India, with 
its distribution and service centers located at more than 20 
locations. The company has successfully partnered with several 
leading brands namely Arvind Mills, Birla Century Mills, Asian 
Paints, Berger, Kansai Nerolac, Vardhman Textile, Raymond, 
Bombay Dyeing, Pragati Offset, Parksons Packaging, DIC, Sakata, 
Huber, Flint and Toyo among others. For more information, 
please visit: http://www.agscolour.com/

TVT is a robust and easy to use text and graphic verification software that compares 
both, images & texts in a single solution which significantly reduces the time 
spent on proofreading. Image: Schlafender Hase GmbH website screenshot
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Are you ready to power the future?
‘What if printers could power our future?’ the quest of researchers at the University of Newcastle in Australia 
began with this question and culminated into efficient, ‘printed’ solar panels with inventive inks and a 
combination of processes.

In the recent two events – PAMEX 2017 and 
PS’18 – we had the glimpse of how rapidly 
the print industry is changing saddling the 
innovation and inventions from different fields 
of research, outside the industry. The digital 
mediums have already challenged the print, 
and now the digital printing technologies are 
revolutionising the way industry thinks of 
printing as a process. Automation and Artificial 
Intelligence are here to stay, and for good 
perhaps, because they are already changing 
the face and the fundamentals of the industry 
as you and we have knowns for the past few 
decades. What is the next for the industry? 

Professor Paul Dastoor of the University of 
Newcastle (UoN), Australia, thinks printers and 
the print industry has the potential to power all 
the innovation and invention that has disrupted 
the industry for far too long. His work, focused on developing 
the first printed solar demonstration site at the UoN, proves 
that the printers could soon be the providers of the power of 
the future. 

Australia; the global leader in printed solar

“There are just three demonstration sites at this scale that 
we know of anywhere in the world, so Australia has joined 
quite an elite group of global leaders poised to make this 
technology a commercial reality,” said Professor Dastoor, after 
the demonstration site went live in May last year. He added, 
“No other renewable energy solution can be manufactured 
as quickly. On our lab-scale printer, we can easily produce 
hundreds of metres of material per day, on a commercial-
scale printer, this would increase to kilometres. If you had just 
ten of these printers operating around the clock, we could 
print enough material to deliver power to 1,000 homes per 
day.” The low-cost and speed at which this technology can 
be deployed is exciting, particularly in the current Australian 
energy context where we need to find solutions, and quickly, 
to reduce demand on base-load power. 

How is it made? 

The material is made by printing an advanced electronic ink 
onto paper thin, clear laminated sheets using conventional 
printing presses. Importantly, Professor Dastoor’s UON team 
pioneered both the electronic ink and printing process. 
“On the back of five years of in-house development, all of 
the components of these advanced electronic inks are now 
synthesised at scale within our Centre for Organic Electronics 

Thin at 0.2 mm, the flexibility and the lightweight of the printed solar panels open unlimited applications 
for the innovation – from the walls of homes to the automobiles to windows. Image: Santosh Mulay

TECHNOLOGY CURVE

using non-toxic carbon-based materials. These components are 
then used directly or further processed into water-based inks 
and paints,” said Professor Dastoor. While Professor Dastoor’s 
electronic ink is rewriting our energy future, it may also create 
beneficial new markets in the printing industry.

Santosh Mulay of InSoft Automation wrote a blog about his 
visit to the demonstration. He details the process on the blog. 
He writes, “Printed Solar Panels are a combination of multiple 
layers of printing of silicon electrodes with Flexo & Screen 
Printing process, layering electrodes, slot die coating the strips 
for opacity and so on.” 

Innovation whose time has come

Mr Mulay also compares the durability and cost of the two 
technologies – the conventionally produced and the printed 
solar panels. “The cost of 
producing the Printed Solar 
Panels is AUD 30 per square 
meter. Professor Dastoor 
expects the cost for his 
products to be at AUD 10 
with actual production, as 
the sourcing of raw material 
and production will be at 
large scale.” He writes, “A 
square meter of printed 
solar panel generates 25 
Watt of power. The life of 
Solar Panel is 3 to 5 years. 

 Professor Paul Dastoor with his innovation: 
the printed solar panels. Image: UoN
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Well, it is a quarter of conventional solar 
panels available today. However, the initial 
costs are going to be much less.” Mr Mulay 
also acknowledges the benefits of the new 
technological breakthrough. “Further because 
of flexibility (0.2 mm thickness versus 2.5 
mm of the solar panels available today) they 
can be mounted on any surface like walls, 
automobiles and windows. They are also 
easily replaceable or portable,” he adds.

A new stream of revenue for the 
printing industry

According to Professor Dastoor, the man behind the 
innovation, the printed solar panels have the potential to offer 
‘functional printing’ revenue stream to the printing industry 
– the second largest manufacturing industry in Australia. 
His team is also pushing the limits of printed electronics 
application. Mr Mulay writes about the printed glucose 
sensors the team at UoN is working on currently. “The sensors 
stabilising the glucose levels in the patients with diabetes 
will eliminate taking pills and stabbing each day with insulin 
shots.” He adds, “It is only up to our imagination what role we 
play as printers if these technologies succeed in the future.” 

The future is disruptive; it is the era of the combination of 
technologies, especially the out-of-the-box applications of the 
conventional technological methods. As printers, all we need 
to ask ourselves constantly: are we keeping an eye on the 
market and the innovations which can help us be a part of the 
future? Are we ready for the future?

Source: https://www.newcastle.edu.au/newsroom/featured-
news/the-clever-electronic-inks-rewriting-our-energy-future 
and http://insoftautomation.com/printed-solar-panels-new-
direction-print/

The printed solar panels use conventional printing technologies such as Flexo and 
Screenprinting. They are quick and cost-effective to manufacture. Image: UoN
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CRICKET WINS, PRINTERS BOND 
AT PPL 2017
Eight teams, over 65 cricket-loving print industry professionals, and a gathering of friends and family enjoyed 
a day of bonging and cheering, competing and celebrating at the BMPA-MMS Printers’ Premier League.

On December 23, 2017, seven teams of printers and print 
professionals from Mumbai and a team from Pune battled for 
the trophy of the Printers’ Premier League (PPL) 2017, a carnival 
of cricket, organised by BMPA and MMS, supported by Toyo Ink 
India.

A team of printers and print professionals from Pune Press 
Owners’ Association (PPOA) participated as Team Orange in PPL 
for the fi rst time. “It was during the Print Summit 2017 that we 
got to know about the PPL.” Vinay Kalaskar, Sports Lead for 
the PPOA recounts, “As promised a year ago, we received the 
invitation from the BMPA’s Tushar Bhotica to participate in the 
PPL 2017, and we decided to participate and have fun.” The 
Orange team’s captain, Mohan Jadhav, says, “We all played 
cricket in our free time, but once PPOA decided to participate in 
PPL, we called out for friends and players through WhatsApp 
groups. The scattered friends, playing with different groups and 
team came together. That’s how we formed the team with best 
of the best.” The Orange team won hearts with their cricket and 
etched their name as the winners on the PPL trophy in its second 
avatar.

“We thought we would get to play with the Mumbaikars, the 
people from the land of the god of cricket, Sachin Tendulkar. We 

Mohan Jadhav, Kunal Uttekar, Sachin Kapade, Salil Kodhavale, Sachin Patil, Sandesh Bhaigude, Paresh 
Badgujar, Teertharaj Joshi and Vinay Kalaskar formed the Team Orange to win PPL 2017 trophy.a

were excited to play with fellow professionals from Mumbai.” 
Mr Jadhav adds, “We were happy of our victory because we 
played the fi nals with the earlier winners, the Magenta team.” 
The PPOA’s Vinay Kalaskar adds, “Organisation of PPL in Mumbai 
inspired us. We are planning to organise a similar tournament 
in Pune for the centenary year celebration of PPOA in the 
following year.” Mr Kalaskar hopes that BMPA-MMS teams will 
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CRICKET WINS, PRINTERS BOND 
AT PPL 2017

Family members and the fellow printers cheer the players at PPL. The sport, music and fun bring them all together.

We play together, party together, and work together.

Vinay Holkar, Devendra Pandya, Hemant Bhotica, Nitin Bharda, Hiren Shah, Imran Kagalwala, Prakash 
Canser, and Daya Kumar Singh formed the Team Magenta, the Runner-Up of PPL 2017.
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guide the PPOA team in the successful organisation and the two 
organisations will also participate in the tournaments with their 
players. 

PPL’s success in the short span of two years underlines how 
this carnival of cricket has been able to bring the friends from 
the print industry together. Not just the PPOA’s participation 
but enthusiastic participation by the industry’s busy-bees in 
the tournament tells us what makes the event so energetic and 
entertaining. “My friends were surprised to see me on the pitch 
in the morning just a day after concluding the largest print trade 
show of India.” Tushar Dhote, captain of the Green team, the 
President of MMS and the Chairperson of Pamex 2017, adds, “I 
am sure the cricket, the gathering of friends, the spirit of sports, 
and the electric music through the day energised me after 
coordinating the gigantic effort of organising the Pamex 2017.”

Another surprise among the PPL players was BMPA’s Nitin 
Bharda, who participated despite his recent eye surgery. “I grew 
up watching my uncle play cricket, and I began playing with his 
friends. That’s how I got into playing regularly to be able to bowl 
and bat well.” Mr Bharda grabbed the title for The Best Batsman 
scoring 43 runs for the Magenta team. “When I was selected for 
the Magenta, I knew I had to do my best to make them winners 
again this year. I am disappointed that we did not win, it is a part 

Young or old, all enjoy the carnival of cricket.

of the game. However, I am happy that we reached the fi nals,” 
says excited Mr Bharda. Playing cricket only on the Sundays 
and holidays, Mr Bharda’s excitement about participating in the 
PPL is extraordinary. He says, “Only in BMPA and at the PPL this 
can happen. I get to play and compete with my bosses; I get to 
showcase my cricketing skills and get appreciated by them. This 
makes me more than happy and satisfi ed.” He also dreams that 
one day his daughter will earn a name in cricket and play for the 
Indian team. 

For printers who participate in the PPL, it is a day of competition, 
coming together, and playing a sport in the spirit of friendship 
and fun. These players don’t do anything different – they are 
fi erce competitors otherwise as professional. They share good 
times together even as professionals. But on the fi eld, the sports 
drops their guards, mends their egos, and along with their 
families and friends, they enjoy a fun-fi lled and inspiring day 
cheering and celebrating together. 

For printers who participate in the PPL, it is a day of competition, coming 
together, and playing a sport in the spirit of friendship and fun

Nitin Bharda grabbed the title for The Best Batsman 
scoring 43 runs for the Magenta team
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Disrupt the power disturbances
A power quality system analyst with over 30 years of industry expertise, Shridhar Visvanathan, Principal 
Consultant of Online Systems and the Electronic and Electrical Safety Consultant for BMPA, is here to guide Print 
Bulletin readers in efficiently and effectively handling power issues.

In continuation from the first article, published in December 
2017, this article will share information about different electrical 
disturbances, including voltage transients, frequency variations, 
harmonic distortion, and electrical noise. These disturbances 
have a profound adverse impact on the machines used in 
a typical manufacturing set up in the print industry and the 
selection of appropriate solutions to tackle with the power 
disturbances.

Voltage transients

Voltage transients, also called spikes and impulses, are the result 
of a sudden massive increases in voltage. Also prevalent when 
the mains supply resumes abruptly.

Voltage transients can come from outside the facility through 
lightening strikes, power outages and utility grid switching. They 
can also originate inside the facility from short circuits, tripped 
breakers, and the start-up of heavy equipment.

Sensitive electronic equipment face the highest risk from voltage 
transients. These disruptions may cause system lock-up of 
failure, which can corrupt or lead to loss of valuable data. 

Solutions: Isolation and ferro-transformer, and surge protection 
device offer apt solution for the mitigation of the impact from 
spikes. The surge protection devices alone offer very limited 
protection from the disruption.

Frequency variations

While rate in utility power, frequency variations are most 
common with standby generators. Frequency variations can exist 
if local power generation has poor speed regulations or they 
may be caused through the faults in the system. This disturbance 
can also be created by the disconnection of a large load or 
source of generation in the grid.

The standby generators have a limited capacity, therefore, 
when the load change occurs, the frequency varies before it is 
governed.

Frequency variations beyond the tolerance of the equipment can 
cause system crashes and severe equipment damage.

Solutions: Online UPS and frequency converter.

Harmonic distortion

Voltage distortion is created by multiples of the fundamental 
frequency, for example, 150 Hz in a 50 Hz system. This sine-
wave distortion is typically generated by non-linear loads, 
similar to switch mode power supplies used by computers, office 
equipment, variable frequency drives, solid-state electronics, and 
UPS systems with Silicon-Controlled Rectifier (SCR).

Harmonics represent trouble for equipment throughout industrial 
facilities by overheating neutral conductors and transformers, 

tripping breakers, creating a high neutral current, reducing 
system capacities, and even loosening electrical connectors.

Solutions: K-rated Transformers, Harmonic Filters, Ferro-
transformers, and Drive Isolation Transformers provide apt 
solutions to deal with harmonic distortion.

Electrical noise

Electrical noise is a low amplitude, low current, high-frequency 
disturbance. Electrical noise can be caused from both, inside and 
outside the facility. It can also be generated by powerful electric 
disruptions, normal equipment operations or poor maintenance. 
Distant lightening strikes, switching power supplies, electronic 
circuits, poor brush contacts on motors, improper wiring, and 
utility switching are a few examples of the source of electrical 
noise.

These random noise signals are superimposed on voltage 
waveforms and can cause electronics to hand, glitches and 
other hard-to-diagnose maladies. They also produce undesirable 
effects in the circuits of control electronics.

Solutions: Ferro-transformer, Isolation Transformers, and Critical 
Power Conditioners provide adequate protection from electrical 
noise.

Notes: Author Shridhar V. wants to acknowledge inputs from 
Credits to: Power Quality by C. Sankaran  (CRC Press). Product 

images use in the article are for representation only; they should 
not be considered as recommendations.

What is K-factor?
As Schneider Electric website describes it, “K-factor is a 
weighting of the harmonic load currents according to their 
effects on transformer heating, as derived from ANSI/IEEE 
C57.110. The higher the K-factor, the greater the harmonic 
heating effects.”

K-factor Application
K-1 Standard transformers

Standard lighting
Motors

K-4 Induction heater
Silicon-Controlled Rectifier
AC Drive

K-9 DC Drive
K-13 School pulse lighting

Hospital
K-20 Data processing computers

Computer room
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You all know that Braille is a system of writing for the visually 
challenged; however, many printers are not aware of the 
application of this method in the pharmaceutical packaging. 
If and only if you are producing medicines and drugs or their 
packaging in or for the European or the North American markets 
you know about the pharmaceutical Braille.

What is Braille?

Braille is a tactile system of writing and reading for the use by 
the blind or the visually challenged. It is a system of raised dots 
that can be read with the fi ngers by people who are visually 
challenged – wholly blind or visually impaired. The people with 
normal eye-sight – the teachers, the parents, for example – read 
Braille by looking at it. It is not a language, but a code by which 
many languages – such as English, Spanish, Arabic, Chinese, 
and many more – may be written and read. It is used by 
thousands of people all over the world in their native languages 
and provides a means of literacy for all. 

Braille is named after its creator Louis Braille (1809 – 1852). In 
1824, at the age of 15, Braille presented his ideas for a system 
of tactile code that could allow blind people to read and write 
quickly and effi ciently. The Braille characters are represented by 
an arrangement of raised dots. Each character or cell is made up 
of six dot positions, arranged in a rectangle, comprising of two 
columns of three dots each. A dot may be raised at any of the 
six positions to form many combinations. Counting the space in 
which no dots are raised, there are sixty-four such combinations. 

For example, a particular combination may be described by 
naming the positions where dots are raised, the positions being 

Make packaging Braille-friendly
Print Bulletin brings you a series of knowledge-filled, quick-reference articles by K. Panthala Selvan; a UGRA 
certified expert and standardisation consultant from the Chennai-based Pressman Academy for Print Education 
and Resources. 

universally numbered 1 through 3 from top to bottom on the left 
and 4 through 6 from top to bottom on the right for example, 
dots 1-3-4 would represent a cell with three dots raised, at the 
top and the bottom in the left column and on the top right of 
the right column. 

Braille characters are three dimensional tactile bumps on 
a medium such as paper or board. For these bumps to be 
represented, viewed, checked and controlled on digital artwork 
the designer places appropriately sized and spaced fi lled circles 
on the artwork layout. The circles can be constructed from a 
simple grid of dots, but the most effi cient method of creating 
Braille print artwork is with a Braille font.

Why Braille in pharmaceuticals?

Braille is the only way for the blind to read alphabets, except 
when the text is printed as an embossed print. Therefore, for 
something as important as medicines, it is only fair that there is 
a way for them to differentiate between two drugs; especially 
for those who are living alone. As taking the wrong medicine 
can prove fatal at worst or cause some medical issues in the 
least. For the drug industry, hence, it was rightfully decided 
by the European Union to make it mandatory to inscribe 
information in Braille on all the pharmaceutical products.

However, some people believe that Braille provides help to only 
a small percentage of the population but adds a signifi cant 
cost to the product. However, in a world where we celebrate 
equality, there should be space for everyone and Braille on the 
pharmaceutical packaging is a wise choice.

The EU Directive

The European Union (EU) directive for Braille in pharmaceutical 
packaging was formed in 2005. According to the directive, ‘the 
name of the product, as referred to in Article 54, point (a) must 
also be expressed in Braille format on the packaging. The market 
authorisation (MA) holder shall ensure that the packaging 
information leafl et is made available on request from patients’ 
organisations in formats appropriate for the blind and partially 
sighted.’ The directive is active in all the countries of the EU 
and is covered under the European Free Trade Association (EEA) 
agreement. Thus, EEA countries such as Iceland, Liechtenstein 
and Norway must also comply with this directive. This 
directive includes all medicines that are produced for human 
consumption.

The effect of Braille in the pharmaceutical market

On July 24 last year, The RNIB Centre for Accessible Information 
published the results of a telephone survey of 165 Braille 
readers in the UK. The survey found that the implementation of 

Braille on a pharmaceutical packaging is a wise choice, especially in the world that 
celebrates diversity and quality. Image: Trounce, CC 2.5 Wikimedia Commons
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LEARNING CURVE

the EU Directive and European Standard for 
Braille on pharmaceutical packaging has 
had a positive impact for consumers, with a 
significant number of respondents reporting 
that since the introduction of the standard: 
the quality of the Braille had improved, 
and the Braille was on more products. 
The views of the users about emergent 
accessible packaging solutions were also 
captured, to inform future work. 

The key findings of the RNIB survey 
include:

1. Most participants (96%) reported that 
they used Braille labels on medicine 
packaging, and all participants reported 
that they found the labels very useful (96%) or quite useful 
(4%).

2. Significantly more Braille readers reported that the quality 
of the Braille on medicine packages had improved in the 
previous two years (42%) compared with Braille readers 
who reported it has got worse (4%).

3. This provides evidence that the implementation of the 
European Standard about Braille labels on pharmaceutical 
packages has had a positive impact for consumers.

4. However, there is still evidence that some people have 
experienced poor quality Braille on pharmaceutical 

packaging, and the most commonly reported problem with 
Braille on medicines is pharmacists covering the Braille with 
labels.

5. Both these points are worthy of action (e.g. alerting 
professional organisations to bring about change).

6. The majority of participants think that a pen-like device 
for use with talking labels would be an advantageous and 
efficient labelling/information solution. This should be in 
addition to Braille labelling.

7. Identified advantages of the approach included the greater 
range and volume of information possible, as well as the 
ability to include dynamic information (e.g. best-before 
dates).

8. Participants provided a range of useful information for those 
developing this technology.

American Standard

In North America, Can-Am Braille is a voluntary standard. There 
is currently no legislation covering Pharmaceutical Braille. It 
was felt that a proactive approach on the part of the industry to 
develop and implement its standard would be a way of reducing 
or even eliminating legislative intervention. The standard is very 
similar to the European Braille standard. 

To be continued...

Learn more from PAPER

The knowledge partner for this series of articles is Pressman 
Academy, a Chennai-based print consultancy with a service 

centre in Mumbai. Pressman Academy for Print Education and 
Resources or PAPER is popular for press calibration, pressroom 

standardisation, designing workflow, implementing quality 
check process, conducting seminars, conducting on-site teaching 

sessions for operators and more. The Academy also maintains 
a technical  WhatsApp group – Print Quality Techniques. To join 
the group send a request to pressmansolutions@gmail.com or 

WhatsApp to 9962 247 365



The original braille code for the French language, as devised by Louis 
Braille in 1824. Image: Steve Strummer, CC 1.0, Wikimedia Commons

Braille is not a language, but a tactile system of code by which many languages – 
such as English, Spanish, Arabic, Chinese, and many more – may be written and 
read. Image: Guilhem Vellut from Paris, France, CC 2.0 Wikimedia Commons
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TAX AND COMPLIANCE

GST update

E-way bill Mechanism

The Government of India, vide Notification no.74/2017 dated 
December 29, 2017 has notified the first day of February, 
2018, as the date from which the provisions of e-way 
bill system (EWB) as notified in Notification No. 27/2017 – 
Central Tax dated August 30, 2017 shall come into force.

Following decisions were taken by the GST council in its 24th 
meeting held on December 16, 2017 for the implementation 
of nationwide e-way Bill system:

The nationwide EWB will be ready to be rolled out on a trial 
basis latest by January 16, 2018. Trade and transporters can 
start using this system on a voluntary basis from January 16, 
2018.

The Rules for the implementation of the nationwide 
compulsory EWB for the Inter-State movement of goods will 
be notified with effect from February 1, 2018. This will bring 
uniformity across the States for seamless inter-State movement 
of goods.

While the System for both inter-State and intra-State EWB 
generation will be ready by January 16, 2018, the States may 

Don’t miss the ‘e-way’ of tax bills
A panel of consultants helps Print Bulletin from time to time to keep you up-to-date about changes pertaining 
to your print business. This time we have updates about the Goods and Services Tax, Companies Act, and the 
Banking sector.

choose their own timings for implementation of EWB for intra-
State movement 
of goods on any 
date before 1st 
June, 2018. There 
are certain States 
that are already 
having system of 
EWB for intra-State 
as well as inter-
State movement 
and some of those 
States can be early 
adopters of national 
EWB for intra-State 
movement also. But 
in any case, the 
Uniform System of 
EWB for inter-State 
as well as intra-State 
movement will be 
implemented across 
the country by June 
1, 2018.

 
Maharashtra, an early adopter

Highlights of the EWB organised by the Sales Department of 
the Government of Maharashtra for the Inter-state movement 
of goods will be implemented from February 1, 2018 and the 
Intra-state e-way bill is proposed from June 1, 2018:

• EWB will be required for the movement of goods beyond 10 
km and for the goods more than r50,000 in value

• EWB for movement of goods pan-country; no need of Transit 
Pass/Permit in any state

• Can be generated by supplier, recipient of transporter

• Details of buyer, seller has to be filled in with relevant 
name, address, GSTIN, etc.. In case of export, buyer will be 
Unregistered Person (URP)

• There is a field to fill HSN code of the goods (there was no 
Q&A opportunity to get clarity for printers using SAC)

• • Invalid without vehicle number filled in Part B – can be 
filled in by transporter

• EWB generator cannot edit once created; only cancellation 
possible within 24 hours

The nationwide EWB will be ready to be rolled out on a trial basis latest by January 16, 2018. Trade and transporters can 
start using this system on a voluntary basis from January 16, 2018. Image: Vaikoovery CC 3.0 Wikimedia Commons
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• Transporter can generate consolidated EWB for vehicle 
carrying goods with multiple EWB consignments

• Dealer has to register once on http://ewaybill.nic.in

• EWB can be generated Online, by SMS, Android/iOS APP, API 
(for site-to-site integration in case of high volumes) and third 
party also possible

• One invoice with multiple consignments will require multiple 
EWB (one for each consignment)

• Transporter can update vehicle number any number of times

• Validity of EWB is 100 kms/day and part there-of

• There are two parts: Part A can be filled up in advance. Part 
B has to be filled up prior to conveyance and must contain 
vehicle number; EWB validity starts only after Part B is 
updated.

• There can be only one EWB for multiple modes of transport 
for same consignment (Road->Rail->Sea/Air) but Part B has 
to be updated before each mode change

• It can either be printed or QR code generated for verification. 
Verifying officer will have to upload report with 24 hours of 
inspection.

Return filing

The Government of India, vide Notification No.71/2017 dated 
December 29, 2017 ha provided the schedule for filing FORM 
GSTR-1 (The return of outwards supplies) by taxpayers with 
annual aggregate turnover upto r1.5 crores. Such taxpayers 
need to file GSTR-1 on quarterly basis as per the following 
frequency.

Quarter for which the details 
in FORM GSTR-1 are furnished

Time period for furnishing the 
details in FORM GSTR-1

July-September 2017 January 10, 2018

October-December 2017 February 10, 2018

January-March 2018 April 30, 2018

The Government of India, vide Notification No.72/2017 dated 
December 29, 2017 ha provided the schedule for filing FORM 
GSTR-1 (The return of outwards supplies) by taxpayers with 
annual aggregate turnover more than r1.5 crores. Such 
taxpayers need to file GSTR-1 on monthly basis as per the 
following frequency.

Months for which the details 
in FORM GSTR-1 are furnished

Time period for furnishing the 
details in FORM GSTR-1

July-November 2017 January 10, 2018

December, 2017 February 10, 2018

January, 2018 March 10, 2018

February, 2018 April 10, 2018

March, 2018 May 10, 2018



Late fee waiver for FORM GSTR-4

The Government of India, vide Notification No. 73/2017 – 
Central Tax dated December 29, 2017 has waived off the late 
fee payable by any registered person for failure to furnish the 
return in Form GSTR 4 (Return by compounding tax payers) by 
the due date, which is in excess of an amount of r25 per day 
during which such failure continues.

Provided that where the total amount payable in lieu of central 
tax in the said return is nil, the amount of late fee payable 
by any registered person for failure to furnish the said return 
by the due date shall stand waived to the extent which is in 
excess of an amount of r10 per day during which such failure 
continues.

Disclaimer: The information shared in this article is personal 
understanding of the contributors, and shall not be used as 
a conclusive material. The content stated/mentioned here is 
subject to changes by the respective Government/Authorities 
under the applicable laws. The contributors or the BMPA-MMS 
shall not be liable for any direct or indirect damages caused 
to any person acting solely based up the information shared 
herein the article. Team Print Bulletin suggests the readers to 
draw their conclusions after taking into consideration various 
other relevant sections, rules to be notified from time to time 
and applicable compliance standards, guidance notes and 
other notifications and amendments notified from time to time.

Scan the QR Code to download Banking 
related complete update report.

Scan the QR Code to download 
Companies Act and Legal related 

complete update report.

 
Scan the QR Code to download EXIM and 

Banking related complete update report.

Scan the QR Code to download GST 
related complete update report.
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PUN INTENDED

Vishful Thinking
In this column, our industry veteran Vishwanath Shetty of The PrintWorks presents us his 
tongue-in-cheek view of the recent political news.

Inconsiderate politicians calling former Naval Offi cer 
a terrorist
The senior Samajwadi Party-leader Naresh Agarwal’s comment 
on Kulbhushan Jadhav, a former Indian Navy Offi cer and now a 
prisoner in Pakistan, have entertained us all during Christmas. 
When the entire country was agitated with the way Pakistani 
authorities treated Kulbhushan’s mother and wife, by making 
them remove their bindi, mangalsutra and even footwear, 
Mr Agarwal commented, “Kulbhushan Jadhav is a terrorist. 
Pakistan treated a terrorist the way the terrorists should be 
treated. We should also treat the Pakistani terrorists the same 
way.” The Congress termed Kulbhushan’s prolonged custody 
and arrest ‘a failure of the NDA (National Democratic Alliance) 
government.’ Politicians are insensitive to the timings of their 
meaningless outbursts. At least they should refrain from 
making such statements concerning international affairs, and in 
particular Indo-Pak relationship. They are yet vishful of making 
such statements to gain political mileage and meaningless one-
upmanship.

Appreciation too comes with a catch 

“Triple Talaq Bill was welcomed by Muslim women as it would 
have far-reaching implications for the nine crore Muslim 
women living under the constant fear of being divorced,” said 
MJ Akbar commenting on the latest move by the Government 
of India to abolish the practice of instant divorce for India’s 
Muslims. Brinda Karat, a senior Communist Party of India 
– Marxist leader, said, “The bill itself is objectionable, and 
equally objectionable are the efforts of the 
BJP (Bharatiya Janata Party) to push it through 
the parliament without any consultation or 
discussion with those in whose name the bill is 
being passed.” Politicians have to make these 
kinds of compulsive vishful statements, to 
please God knows who! 

Cine-stars want to climb from the top!!!
The latest craze is the fi lm stars entering the 
politics. On the last day of the previous year, 
Rajnikant announced his entry into the politics 
at a meeting in Chennai, Tamil Nadu. He has 
also shown his desire to contest all seats in 
the general elections in 2019. Kamal Hasan 
has also announced his interest in joining the 
politics. With two famous fi lm stars entering the 
politics, is the strength converging or diverging? 
This can only fragment the voting base and 

help divide vote bank at best. Film stars are wishful that they 
will garner mass support and win. What happens when two of 
them plunge at it at the same time, and not as a cohesive force? 
Let’s look at political history and understand what credibility 
they enjoy in public life? With due credit to Arekare Jayaram’s 
column in Udayavani on January 3, 2018, I bring these vishful 
stories of cine-stars and their ambitious political plans.

M.G. Ramachandran, or MRG as he was popularly known, 
entered politics under Annadurai and managed to ascend to the 
throne of Chennai after serving the party for long. He worked 
hard under Annadurai and Karunanidhi. In the end, he broke 
off from Dravida Munnetra Kazhagam (DMK) to form All India 
Dravida Munnetra Kazhagam (AIDMK). Following the footsteps 
of MRG, Jayalalitha rose under his shadow and peaked after his 
death. NT Ramarao entered politics and ruled Andhra Pradesh. 
His son-in-law Chandrababu Naidu dethroned him. Chiranjeevi, 
another favourite Telugu actor, promising to end corruption 
founded his political party, Prajarajyam in Andhra Pradesh, 
and lost badly in the recent elections. He quickly shut the 
shop and merged with Congress. In Karnataka, actor Upendra 
has launched his party, fate unknown so far. Actor Vijaykant 
founded ‘Deshiya Murukoppu Dravida Kahzagam’ after joining 
hands with Jayalaitha’s AIDMK to form the government. Later 
he rejected the alliance to become the opposition leader with 
29 seats. The Kannada actor Rajkumar was sensible in this 
matter. In 1978, the non-Congress parties pushed him to contest 
from Chikamagaluru against Indira Gandhi, which he declined. 

With two famous film stars entering the politics, is the strength converging or 
diverging? Image: newindianexpress.com, and Press Trust of India
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Similarly, Amitabh Bachchan entered politics and got out in 
time to retain his image. Shatrughan Sinha, Jaya Bachchan, 
Jayapradha, Hema Malini and many others carry on with their 
political career as a part of some established political party. This 
is one way to survive without being over-ambitious. 

With all the above facts about stars entering the party, Rajnikant 
is launching his political party without a name or symbol – 
launching a party without an identity sounds very cynical, 
especially when yet another veteran contemporary is ready 
to take the plunge. Even the star admirer’s support will get 
fragmented. This will add to the multi-party complications; 
adding to DMK, AIDMK, Shashikala faction with Dhinakaran and 
the Congress, if at all it holds any support. Vishful indeed are 
those who think their fame on the celluloid can push them to the 
top in the political arena. Whether it is Rajni or Kamal, they need 
to work at the grassroots before aspiring to lead the state. They 
are vishful of starting at the top of the ladder without climbing 
and in all likelihood, they will fall with a thud, and most likely, 
there will be nobody to take note of the fall.

Decoding Rajinikanth’s party symbol

The Apana mudra is an extremely important one for the holistic 
health of the body as it combines the Vaayu mudra (the bent 
middle fi nger) and the Prithvi mudra (the bent ring fi nger). The 
Apana mudra helps rejuvenate the body and, thus, decrease 
the chances of ailments caused by the fi re or the pitta elements 
of the body – effectively meaning waste and toxins. This is 
why practising the Apana mudra is said to give relief from 
constipation, Anuria, fl atulence and piles. Such is said to be the 
power of Apana mudra that if one has a heart attack, performing 

the mudra can even aid in preventing the death. This can be 
seen as an allegory for the kind of effect Rajinikanth hopes to 
bring about in state politics as he prepares to fi ght each and 
every assembly seat from Tamil Nadu in 2019.

But the yogic connotations of this mudra aside, in classical 
Indian dance Apana mudra is akin to the Simhamukha, literally 

Following the footsteps of MRG, Jayalalitha rose under his shadow and 
peaked after his death. Image: Sachisanjay CC 3.0 Wikimedia

the Lion-face gesture, which can be representative of the 
larger-than-life persona that Rajinikanth holds. Apana mudra 
– with the fi ngers outstretched – when used in the Indian 
classical dance forms of Bharatanatyam, Kuchipudi and Odissi, 
symbolises the Lion, the king of the jungle, the brave and also 
one that will never back down from a fi ght to protect his pride. 
All the qualities that are reminiscent of Rajini’s recent speech: 
“I don’t want party cadres. I want guardians who can fi ght for 
people’s rights. And I’m just a people’s representative, who 
will oversee this army of guardians.” In the gestural lexicon of 
dance, Abhinaya Darpana, Simhamukha represents the lion-
faced Narasimha avatar of Lord Vishnu, known as ‘the great 
protector of his devotees’ in Hindu mythology.

The same symbol also fi nds a Buddhist connect with the Karana 
mudra, as has been seen in several paintings depicting Lord 
Buddha. It is said that the mudra has the power to remove 
negative energy and ward off evil.

Travel half the world to the other side and you will fi nd a 
very similar symbol – that of the Devil’s Horn. As mentioned 
previously, heavy metal fans would make the connection with 
1970’s rock star Ronnie James Dio of Black Sabbath, who made 
it quite popular. Though he claimed that his grandmother used 
the apoptotic gesture to ward off evil (an interpretation often 
used in Italian and Mediterranean cultures as akin to the ‘evil 
eye’), over the decades it has been adopted by many. Most 
notably, by Gene Simmons of KISS, who even fi led a petition 
for the trademark on the hand gesture in June 2017, but later 
abandoned it after a lot of public protest.

As it happens, the now ‘Rajini symbol’ traverses many cultures, 
denoting ‘cleansing, purity and power’ across them all. For 
Rajinikanth fans, that could be indication enough of the political 
turmoil that Thailavar is expected to bring to the state of 
Tamil Nadu.

The now ‘Rajini symbol’ traverses many cultures, denoting ‘cleansing, purity 
and power’ across them all. Source: http://www.freepressjournal.in
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